
Polo One Cover for iPhone 11
SKU: TEPOLOPROIP6119R

Semi-rigid silicon case with velvet-effect interior for iPhone 11, red color

The perfect example of silicon’s potential contained in the  Polo One Cover.
The case, designed for the iPhone 11, is inspired by Steve Jobs’ famous phrase “One more thing”.
This protector is innovative and surprising, practical and seductive, just like the technological innovations that Apple’s famous
mind presented at their keynote.
Polo One is marked out by its charm. Inside, the smartphone is nestled and protected by a velvet-effect touch microfibre lining.
Holding this semi-rigid case in your hand will also be enjoyable: the silicon provides delicate tactile sensations.
The cover is very easy to clean: just use a damp cloth to maintain its beauty over time.
Lastly, Polo One surrounds the iPhone 11 perfectly, leaving space free for the camera and connectors.
The perfect accessory to enhance and protect your device at the same time. A red-carpet dress for your smartphone.

Features:

Velvet-effect interior
Materials: silicon and microfibre
Spaces for camera and connectors



Polo One Cover for iPhone 11
SKU: TEPOLOPROIP6119R

Technical data
Color: red  
EAN: 8018417275357  
SKU: TEPOLOPROIP6119R  
Weight: 28 g  
Material: Flexible TPU  
Finishing/Feature: Hole for digital camera, Silk touch effect  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 13 mm  
Width Pack: 90 mm  
Depth Inner: 210 mm  
Height Pack: 200 mm  
Weight Pack: 50 g  
Width Inner: 110 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 460 mm  
Height Inner: 100 mm  
Weight Inner: 355 g  
Width Master: 350 mm  
Amount Master: 72  
Height Master: 210 mm  
Weight Master: 4755 g  
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